CASE STUDY 229

Derrick® trash screen upgrade improves gold processing operation
• Smaller machine with higher throughput
• Lower maintenance increases uptime
• More reliable productivity
Background

A gold mine in Guyana, South America was
experiencing difficulties with their existing
trash and safety screens. The existing
machines were becoming very costly to
plant operations by creating unacceptably
high plant downtime. The low capacity
of the machines was leading to frequent
overflows or even outright removal of
the panels to accommodate production
requirements. In addition, frequent
motor failures were leading to unplanned
maintenance and plant shutdowns.

Solution

Derrick Application Engineers assessed
the plant operational needs and offered a
proposal to improve plant operations by
installing a Derrick® vibratory screening
machine in place of the existing
equipment. In addition to solving the
challenges posed by the underperforming
screening equipment, the Derrick
solution included a smaller machine
capable of handling future planned
plant expansions. This smaller machine
required less power while offering higher
capacity than the replaced equipment.

Trash and saftey screen

The installation was planned to take
three days. On the first day, the existing
machine was removed without shutting
down plant operations. The Derrick
machine was installed on the second
day, and the mechanical and electrical
connections were completed.

Derrick vibratory screening machine upgrade in place of existing equipment

On the third day, operators and
maintenance personnel were trained
on the various aspects of the
machine as well as proper screen
panel replacement techniques.

Conclusion

Installation of new Derrick vibratory
screening equipment for trash removal
and carbon safety has reduced downtime
and is leading the way to higher
productivity. This solution has increased
the tonnage of ore being processed
without interrupting plant operations.

For more information, please contact your local Derrick sales representative.
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